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Cisco Secure Data Center Solution

Don’t just take it 
from us! 
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How we can help your business

Security ROI is about 
not about earnings

$ SAVED

$ SPENT

Money saved from dealing 
with potential downtime 
or data breaches

Money spent on
security solutions

Block threats
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The consequences of not having data
center security

Data center downtime
costs an average of...

$5,600

$336,000

/ minute

67% of organizations reported 
downtime as a result of 
malware in 2013

62% of breaches can take 
months (or even years) 
to be discovered

/ hour

Most enterprises are not rising to the 
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The ROI of Protecting 
Your Data Center

The cost of securing your network is far less than the 
consequences of a data breach. Learn how the 
return on investment (ROI) of deploying a data center 
security solution can go far beyond cost reductions.

This infographic dissects the issues surrounding data 
centers today, and how the right security solution 
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There are increased 
around the modern data center 

More 
than

new security threats
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The rise in

virtualization

is adding new security

challenges

46%
19%

of mission critical 
applications now run 
on virtual servers

of organizations are 
evaluating or deploying 
security solutions

BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) 
is causing IT managers 
even more sleepless nights

Less
than

of organizations are “fully aware” of 
the devices accessing their network10%

but only
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